PART IB MATHEMATICAL TRIPOS 2018-19
ADDITIONAL COMPUTATIONAL PROJECTS
STATEMENT OF PROJECTS SUBMITTED FOR EXAMINATION CREDIT

Name: .......................................................... ..........................................................

College: .............................. CRSid User Identifier: ..............

Please observe these points when submitting your CATAM projects:

1. Your name, College or CRSid User Identifier must not appear anywhere in the submitted work.

2. The project number should be written clearly in the top left hand corner of the first sheet of the write-up. Leave a space 11 cm wide by 5 cm deep in the top right hand corner of the first sheet.

3. Complete the declaration overleaf before arriving at the submissions desk.

4. During the submission process your work will be placed into plastic wallets. The individual wallets will be sent to different examiners, so each project should have its own wallet.

5. Put your work into the plastic wallets so that the top is at the opening.

6. Without damaging your work or over-filling try not to use more than one wallet per project. (If the pages will not go into the wallet flat, you may need to use more than one wallet.) Ensure that the write-up is at the front and the program listing at the back; if you have used two wallets for a project, they should be securely attached to each other and the second one should contain the program listing.

7. Remember that everyone else will also hit the submissions desk 30 minutes before the deadline. You can avoid a stressful situation by submitting early.

IMPORTANT
Candidates are reminded that Discipline Regulation 6 reads:

No candidate shall make use of unfair means in any University examination. Unfair means shall include plagiarism and, unless such possession is specifically authorized, the possession of any book, paper or other material relevant to the examination. No member of the University shall assist a candidate to make use of such unfair means.

To confirm that you are aware of this, you must check and sign the declaration below and include it with your work when it is submitted for credit.

The Faculty of Mathematics wishes to make it clear that failure to comply with this requirement is a serious matter. It could result in all your marks for the Computational Projects being removed and also render you liable to further sanctions from the Examiners or the University Courts.

1 Plagiarism is defined as submitting as one’s own work that which derives in part or in its entirety from the work of others without due acknowledgement.
DECLARATION BY CANDIDATE

I hereby submit my written reports on the following projects and wish them to be assessed for examination credit:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Number</th>
<th>Brief Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I certify that I have read and understood the section *Unfair Means, Plagiarism and Guidelines for Collaboration* in the Projects Manual (including the references therein), and that I have conformed with the guidelines given there as regards any work submitted for assessment at the University. I understand that the penalties may be severe if I am found to have not kept to the guidelines in the section *Unfair Means, Plagiarism and Guidelines for Collaboration*. I am aware that the Faculty of Mathematics uses specialised software, including *Turnitin UK*, to automatically check whether my submitted work has been copied or plagiarised. I certify that

- the composing and writing of these project reports is my own unaided work and no part of it is a copy or paraphrase of work of anyone other than myself;
- the computer programs and listings and results were not copied from anyone or from anywhere (apart from the course material provided);
- I have not shown my programs or written work to any other candidate or allowed anyone else to have access to them;
- I have listed below anybody, other than the CATAM Helpline or CATAM advisers, with whom I have had discussions or exchanged information at any more than a trivial level about the CATAM projects, together with the nature of those discussions and/or exchanges.

**Declaration of Discussions and Exchanges (continue on a separate sheet if necessary)**